Sample Food, Tourism, and Hospitality Internship Placements
Below is a sample list of recent food, tourism, and hospitality internship placements. Our internship
options are not limited to this list and we will continue to explore options until you are excited about your
placement.
Company

Description
Roy Chocolate Company is owned and
lead by the couple Sharon & Roy
Gershon. Roy has travelled to Belgium to
study the art of chocolate and became a
chocolate specialist. Today he is leading
the Roy chocolate spirit. The Roy
chocolate boutique factory works
according to the highest international
standards of ISO, HACCP & BRC. Roy
chocolate integrates people with special
needs as a part of their regular team. Roy
chocolate uses recyclable materials for
many of their packages and bags.
Beach life, history and modern culture
meet at the InterContinental David Tel
Aviv Hotel. With elegant rooms and state
of the art conference facilities, it's ideal
for business or pleasure. You can wake
up to a lavish al fresco breakfast with
superb sea views, savour Aubergine
restaurant's Health & Harmony
superfood menu and treat yourself to a
massage at our luxury spa. Tel Aviv's best
shops and bars are on the doorstep of
this refined, high rise hotel and Old Jaffa
Port is just minutes away.
Isrotel is a hotel chain in Israel. As of
November 2015, Isrotel operates 16
hotels, and related tourism services,
including restaurants, spas, a diving
center, and shopping centers. Isrotel
markets itself under the slogan "Feels
Like Isrotel".

Possible Internship Position
Position Title: Chocolatier
Internship Description: Intern will learn
various techniques to work with chocolate,
including tempering the chocolate, baking
cakes and cupcakes, making ganache, and
making chocolate liquor.
Requirements: Experience working in the
food industry.

Position Title: Chef
Internship Description: Intern will work as
a chef at Aubergine restaurant. You will be
involved in all aspects of the kitchenpreparation, work, and assistant to other
restaurant chefs, make dishes to order and
plate them.
Requirements: Previous restaurant
experience is helpful.

Position Title: Guest Relations Intern
Internship Description: The intern will
develop and cultivate effective relationships
with corporate partners in the US, update
RFPs and keep hotel listings current for third
party websites, revise and edit content for the
corporate website. The intern will also greet
guests at Isrotel Tower and keep contact with
American guests and companies.
Requirements: Friendly, outgoing
disposition is necessary, as is strong
organizational skills. Fluency in English is
also required.

